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Introduction. In [1], the Koszul complex was used to study the relationship

between codimension and multiplicity. It also helped us investigate Macaulay

modules and rings, and provided a context in which to prove the Cohen-Macaulay

Theorem concerning the unmixedness of complete intersections.

Now there is a generalization of the Cohen-Macaulay Theorem (known, we

believe, as the generalized Cohen-Macaulay Theorem) which has to do with the

unmixedness of an ideal generated by the minors of a matrix. Since the Koszul

complex can be thought of as a complex associated with a map of R" -* R, where R

is a commutative ring, it seemed likely that there should be a complex associated

with a map of Rm-> R". In fact, as long as one is willing to go that far, why not

look for some complex associated with an arbitrary map of modules over any

commutative ring.

In this paper, we define a complex associated with a map of modules. In §1, we

discuss this complex in complete generality.

In §2, we pretty much restrict our attention to maps of Rm -* R", and establish

many of the formal properties of the complexes attached to this map which will

be needed in the rest of this paper as well as in subsequent ones.

§§3 and 4 are included here to give an indication of how the notion of

E-sequence may be generalized, and to show that over local rings this generalized

notion of £-sequence is (as in the usual case) independent of order.

In subsequent papers we shall investigate these more general ideas, relating

them to each other (as in [1]) and also applying them to the case of the singular

variety of a variety which is defined by the ideal generated by the minors of the

Jacobian matrix.

It might also be mentioned that the usual Koszul complex plays a role in

studying the invariant factors [2] of certain special modules, and we shall

subsequently show the connection between the homology groups of the complex

associated with a map/:Rm-> R", and the invariant factors of the cokernel of/

Another reason for looking at complexes associated with maps/:Rm-> R" is the

following. If R is noetherian, and coker / has finite length, then coker Sp(f) has

finite length for every p, where Sp(f) :SP(R'") -* Sp(R") denotes the induced map
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on the pth symmetric product. Thus a Hilbert characteristic function may be

defined which leads to the notion of multiplicity of coker /. Under suitable

conditions, this multiplicity may be computed as the Euler-Poincaré characteristic

of the complex associated with the map, /.

Throughout this paper, all rings will be assumed to be commutative with an

identity element, and all modules will be unitary. We will also adopt the follow-

ing notation. Instead of subscripts, we will use functional notation

(e.g., oj(X(í) A ••• A^(fl)), b(j), etc.). We will denote the ordered set {1,2,■•-,p}

by {p}, and 3F(p;q) will denote the set of strictly increasing functions from {p}

to {q}. If a is in & (p;q), the symbol |er| will denote the sum of the values

of a. Finally, we will let d stand for the deletion operator, i.e.,

b(\) A ••• A db(j)A ••• A b(p) will mean the product of all the b(i) except for b(j).

If we are given elements ft(l), •■•, b(p) in a set B, and a function a in ¿F(q;p),

we may of course regard b: {p} -»Basa function, and the composite notation

bo: {q} -* B therefore makes sense.

1. The Koszul complex of a map. Let B be an arbitrary £-module, and let

B* denote Hom^B.P). If X(l), ■■■,X(q) are in B*, and b(l),---,b(p) are in B,

we denote by oj(X(1) A ••■ A Kl))[K^) A ••• A b(p)~] the element

l(-lf{ + idet[X(i)(ba(k))-]b(l) A-Adba(l) A- Adba(q) A- Ab(p)

in f\p~9B, where a runs over the functions in 3P(q;p). If q > p, we of course

get zero.

Extending this operation linearly, we obtain a map A9 B* ®r ApB~+ fs\~qB

with the image of X® ß denoted by m(X)[ß~\.

Lemma 1.1. Let X(\),---,X(n) be elements in f\B*, with X(i)e f\q(i)B*,

and let ß e /\"B. Then

a>(A(l) A - A X(n)) [ß] = (-1)"+ 1co(X(\))co(X(2)) - co(X(n)) [/»].

Proof. It clearly suffices to prove this when n — 2 and X(i) are in B*. We may

also assume that ß = ft(l) A ••• A b(p) with b(i) in B.

When p = 1 or 2, the result is trivially true. Proceeding, then, by induction on p

we obtain :

o)(A(l) A A(2))[/0

=   I (-l)|ff| + 1det[;(i)(fta(ft))]ft(l) A - A dba(\) A - A dba(2)A-Ab(p)
a

= b(l) A o>(A(l)JA A(2))[ft(2) A - A ¿(p)]

+ S (-l)l" + 1det[A(i)6T(fc)]6(2) A - A dbx(2) A - A b(p),

where a runs over the functions in ^(2; p) and t runs over those functions in
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&(2; p) with the property that t(1) = 1. By applying the induction hypothesis to

co(X(l) A X(2)) [b(2) A - A b(p)l we have

o)(A(l) A X(2))[ß]

= - b(l) A co(X(l))w(X(2)) [b(2) A - A *>(/>)]

+ A(l)(i(l)Wl(2))[i(2)A- Ab(p)-] - X(2)(b(l))co(X(l))[b(2) A - A *>(/>)]

On the other hand, using the fact that co(X(i)) is a derivation, one verifies easily

that this last expression is equal to — w(X(l))w(X(2))[ß~\.

Definition. Let B be an R-module. We denote by T(B) the complex whose

n-chains, T(B; n), are defined as follows:

T(B; n) = IAS(1) B* ® -®Asi">B* ® A'+|s| B

where the sum is taken over all f, s(i) ïï 0, and where | s | denotes Ts(i). T(B; 0)

is then just AB> and T(B; n) = 0 for n < 0.

The map d(n): T(B; n) -* T(B; n — 1) is defined as follows:

d(n)[X(l) ® ■■■ ® X(n) ® ß]

= X(l) ®--®X(n-l)® co(X(n))[ß]

n-l

+ (-1)" I (-l)i+lX(l)®--®X(i) AX(i + l)®-®X(n)®ß.
¡ = i

Remark. If A(l) ® X(2) ® y is in T(B; n), then d(n) can be defined inductively

by

d(n)[A(l) ® X(2) ® 7]   = ( - 1)"A(1) A X(2) ®y+X(l)®d(n-1)[1(2) ® y] ;

d(0)[X®ß-] = co(X)[ßl

Lemma 1.1 immediately gives us the fact that T(B) is a complex, i.e., that

d(n — l)d(n) = 0. That this complex is acyclic comes from the following stronger

fact.

Lemma 1.2.    T(B) is homotopically trivial.

Proof. Define a homotopy s(n):T(B;ri) -* T(B; n + 1) by s(n) (c)

=(—1)" i®c. It is easy to show, using this homotopy, that T(B) is homotopically

trivial.

Now suppose that we have a homomorphism/ : A -* B. Then this gives us maps

f*:B*^A*, A/: AA-+/\B, and f\f*:/\B* -+ AA*. If Xe/\qB*, and
a g A P^>we wiU denote by a)(A)[a] the element (o(/\f(X))[oi]. Using this operation

of A^* on A^> we may modify the complex T(A) and obtain a complex T(A,f)

defined by T(A,f ; n)= <Q"X A B* ® f\A with the boundary maps being defined

as though we were still in T(^4), but using the operation of /\#* on A^ induced

by/
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As a result, we obtain a mapping, F, of T(A,f) into T(B) in the obvious way.

Definition. The Koszul complex of the mapf : A -* B is the mapping cylinder

of the map £ : T(A,f) -> T(B) [3]. We will denote this complex by K(f).

Of course this complex as it now stands is a bit unwieldy and not too interesting.

However, it contains many interesting subcomplexes which we will now define.

For each pair of integers p,q ^ 0, consider the following complexes:

T(B:p,q) = {T(B;n:p,q)= I tf+rB*® ft'^B*®-®^-^ B*® Av+r+|s|B},

T(A,f:p,q) = {T(A,f;n:p,q)= ZAq + rB*®ft^B* ® - ® As(n-1)B*® Av+r+|s,^}>

where the summations run over all r, s(i) ^ 0, v = p + q, and | s\ again means

Is(/).
For both of these complexes, the boundary homomorphisms are just the

restriction of the boundary maps of the total complexes to these submodules.

It is clear that £ maps T(A,f;p,q) into T(B;p,q). We define K(f;p,q) to

be the mapping cylinder of this map.

Before proceeding with some more general facts about these complexes, let

us look at some examples. As a matter of fact, these examples will be the only

cases considered in this paper after this section.

We let B = R" (Rn is the direct sum of n copies of R), we let p = 1, and q = n.

Then T(Rn;l,n) simply becomes:

•••-»■0->0->-0-*R',->0.

Thus K(f; l,n) becomes:

•••-» E A"*"*® ASR"*® An+S+1A-+ AR"*® An+1A-*A^Rn-^o.
sgl

If A = Rm, with m ^ n, we see that this complex has length m — n + 1.

Still letting B = R", we now let p = n and q = 1. This makes K(f; n,l) the

following:

...   _, £  /\s^Rn*®/\s^R"*®/\"+^A^ 2  AsR"*®An+sA

-* /\nA-*/\"Rn-*o.

Again, if A = Rm, with m^n, the length of this complex is m — n 4-1.

Returning now to the general case, consider a map f:A-*B, and two pairs

of integers (p, q), (p',q') with p +q = p' + q' =v. Suppose p^ p', andlet £bean

element of /\P'~PB*. Then we obtain a map of K(f;p',q') into K(f;p,q)

corresponding to this element in the following way.

Since K(f; 0: p',q') is f\"'B and K(/; 0: p,g) is AP#> we simply map A"'B

into A"ß by m(Ç).

Now
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K(f;l:p',q')=   I    Aq'+rB* ® AV+'B © A"'¿
rao

and

K(f;l:p,q)=   I  Ai+rB* ® Av+r  B ® ft A.

We therefore map K(f; l:p',q') into K(f; 1: p,q) by sending a in AP'A mt0

ö)(ö[a] in AP^4, and sending A®)? in Aq'+rB*® A"+rB into -£AA®0 in
A4+rB*®Av+r-B-

For n > 1, we have

K(f;n:p',q')=  lA3'"^*® As(1) ̂ *® •■• ® As("_1)^*® Av+'+|s|^

© s A4'"" ^*® A'(1) B*®---®At(""2)5*® Av+r+l"^

K(f;n:p,q) =  I A4+r^*® A*1^*®-® A'""1^*® Av+r+|s| B

© 2 A9+rB*® A'(1)5*®-® A<n"2)ß*® Av+r+|t|^»

r ^ 0,s(i) and i(i) ^ 1. We therefore multiply the first factor by (—i)"t or by

(—l)"-xt according as we are considering the first component or the second.

2. The generalized Koszul complex.

Definition. A generalized Koszul complex is the complex K(f; \,n) where

/ : A -* R".
Remark. When n=l, we see that this is precisely the standard Koszul

complex of a map /: A -> R. Throughout the rest of this section, n will be fixed

and we will simply refer to the generalized Koszul complex as the Koszul complex.

We denote the canonical basis of R" by x(l), ■■•,x(n), and the dual basis by

t(Y), ■■■ ,t(n). If p:R^R" is a map, we define £(p)e A"-1R"*

by«p)= K-1)'+1«0/»(1)«1)A-Aô«0 A -Am- We see that

co(t(p))[x(l)A-Ax(n)-] = p(l).

Proposition 2.1. Lei f-.A^-R", and p:R^R" be maps. Then

f + p: A@R->R" is a map and K(f+ p\\,n) is the mapping cylinder of the

map K(f: n,\)-+K(f: \,n) associated with £(p)e A"-1 R"*-

Proof. The proof is straightforward after one makes the usual identifications

of A"R" with R and of AP(¿ ® R) with A"A © Ap-1¿-

Corollary 2.2.    With fand p as above, we obtain the exact sequence

■■■^Hq(K(f:l,n))^Hq(K(f + p:í,n))^Hq^x(K(f:n,\))ÍHq_x(K(f:í,n))-^---

where b is the induced map in homology of the chain map induced by t(p).
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Definition. If £ is any R-module, and K(f: l,n) is a Koszul complex, denote

by £(/) the complex K(f: l,n)®£, and by £(A/) the complex K(f: n,l)®£.

In the case when n = 1, the question never arises as to whether the acyclicity

of £(/) from a certain point on implies the acyclicity of E(/\j) from that same

point on. However, when n > 1, this question does arise, and the next few lemmas

are devoted to answering it.

Lemma 2.3. Let aef\2A®E be such that co(Ç(i)) ® 1 [a] = 0 for

i = 1,•■•,«.   Then   for   any   n e A*   f® l((o(r¡)® l[a]) = 0.

Proof. We may write a = Ha'(i) A a"(i) ®e(i) with a'(i), a"(i) in A,e(i) in £.

We will also, in the future, omit — ® 1 when talking about maps. Now

Mn)[Ia'(i)Aa"(i)®e(0]

=   I n(ot'(i))f(«"(i)) - n(ot"(ï))f(ot'(ï)) ® e(i)

=  Z >i( 2 ¿0/((a"(OK(0 - £0W(íK(0)*0')) ® *(0
i J

=  - E x(j) ® » lcu(£(j))l>'(0 A «"(0 ® e(0]

=  - 2 JCÜ) ® >M£0"))[ S a'(i) A a"(0 ® e(0]

= 0.

Lemma 2.4.   Let a e A"~P^ ® £ be such that

o>({(1) A - A 3{a(l) A ■•• A 5{a(p + 1) A ••• A «n))[a] = 0

for all ae^(p + 1 ; n). Then if Hy(E(f)) = 0, and t] e A*, we have

y = «bOOM - S o)«t(1) A - A WP + 2))[ore(l) A - A«(p + 2)],

with

a)(«l) A - A 3ít(1) A ••• A 3it(p 4-2) A - A ««))[?] = 0

for all reJr(p+2;n). Furthermore, if ze f\p*1A, then

<»(«1) A - A 0«Q A - A i(n))[z A y] = 0 for i = 1, -,n.

(By z A y we mean that we multiply the elements in A"~pïA by z.)

Proof.   Consider

com) A - A Sfr(l) A - A 3{t(p 4- 2) A - A f(n))[a] e A2¿ ® £.

Then by our hypotheses on a, we have co(^(k))a>(d^T)[ix] = 0 for /c = l,---,n

(we are here using the obvious device of denoting
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o>(«l) A - A 3fT(l) A - A dtT(p + 2) A - A t(n))

by co(dtt), and shall continue to do so throughout). Thus by 2.3, co(ôtt)(o(n)[oL\

is in the kernel of / Since we are assuming that Hx(E(f)) = 0, there is an

«(t) e A"+lA ® E such that

co(dtx)œ(n)[a] = co(£(l) A - A ö«t(1) A - A dix(p + 1) A -

A «n» co(tz(l) A - A «t(p + 2))[a(r)].

If we let y = co(n)[a]- Lt£o(^r(l) A ••■ A t?(p + 2))[a(t)], it is clear that y

behaves as our lemma says it should.

Lemma 2.5. If a. is in A"4lA®E, X(l),---,X(s) are in Rn* and a(l),--,a(s-l)

are in A, then a(l) A •■• A a(s — 1) A <*>(X(1) A ••■ A ¿(s))H is a boundary in

A"A ® E (in the complex E(Af))-

Proof.   This is clear for s = 1. Hence we proceed by induction on s.

a(s-\)Ao)(X(\)A- AX(s))[<¿\

= (- l)s I (- l)'o>0(l) A - A dX(s - i) A - A A(s))[A(s- i)f(a(s-1))«].

Therefore a(l) A--A a(s - 2) A(a(s - l)A<u(A(l) A"-A A(s))[a]) is a bound-

ary by the induction hypothesis.

Lemma 2.6. assume that H2(E(f)) = 0. Lei a in A"^®£ ^e s"^ tnat

w(êti)[ot] = 0/or i = !,•", n (here i denotes the function in &(\; n) taking the

value i). Let y be in A, and n in A*. Then co(n)[y A a] is a boundary in E(Af)-

Proof. It is easy to see that io(t(l) A • • • A t(n))[ v A a] = 0. Thus

t(í) A-- At(n)®y A« is a two-cycle in E(f) and hence a boundary, since

H2(E(j)) = 0. We thus see that y A oc = Es E^co^ff^pXa)] with the summation

running over ae^(s; n), ß(a) in A"+s+1^® E, and co(ta) meaning

o)(to-(l)A- At<r(s)).

Thus

u>0f)l> A a] =  I  2 (- l)'ca({<7)(a(ii)[0(ff)]

so that in E(Af), oj(n)[y A a] is the image of (-l)'IIiff® w(n)[ß(a)~\, where

í<r = í(7(l)A-A^(s).

Lemma 2.7.   assume f/iai A = Rm and that Hi(E(f)) = H2(E(f)) = 0. //oí is in

An~pA ®E and is such that

(i)   co(dio)[ct] = 0 for alla e &(p + 1 ; n);

(ii) co(ôii)[y(p) A - A XI) A a] = 0/or all i = 1, -,n;
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then y(p)A ■■■ A Kl) A a Is a boundary in E(f\f). Here we are denoting by

y(l), ■■■,y(m) a basis for Rm, and by n(l), •■•,r](m) the dual basis for Rm*.

Proof. For p = n — 1, this is trivial. We then suppose it true for p = n — q,

and prove it true for p = n — (g + 1).

Since co(d^i)[y(p) A ••• A y(i) A a] = 0, we have by 2.6 that

oi(n(p + l))LKi> + 1) A y(p) A •■• A y(i) A a]   is  a   boundary  in   E(f\f).   But

co(ri(p + l))[y(p + 1) A - A y(i) A «] = y(p) A ••• A y(\) A *

- y(p + l)A-Ay(i)Aca(r,(p + l))[a].

By 2.4, co(n(p + l))[a] = a' + 2rcü(^T)[a(r)] where a' satisfies the induction

hypothesis, and x e J^(p + 2; n). Thus we have the result.

Lemma 2.8. // a in /\"A ® E is a one-cycle in E(/\f), and if Hy(E(f)) = 0,

then a is homologous to an a' such that co(3^i)[a'] =0 for all i = 1, •■-,n.

Proof. Since a is a one-cycle, we have A"/(a) = 0. Thus

/co(3£i)[a] = co(dii)[/\"f(a)'] = 0 for all i = 1, ••-,«. Thus co(<?£i)[a]

= co(d£!>(£(i))[a(¿)] with a(i) in A"+1^®£- If we let a' = a - E<u(£(i))[a(0],

this a' will serve our purpose.

The above lemmas show us that if/: £'"-» P" is a map, and £ is an P-module,

then Hx(E(f)) = H2(E(f)) = 0 implies that Hx(E(/\f))= 0. In order to go beyond

this point, it is convenient to introduce another complex whose relationship to

the ones we have been considering will soon be made clear.

Let g: B->y4 be a map of modules. Then g induces maps APg'- AP B ""* AP^f°r

every positive integer p. If ß is in f\pB and a is in A?^> we will write ß A<x instead

of APg(ß) A <*• Thus f\A becomes a /\B-module.

Letting A = A#= lAP#(p^0), and /\ = I/\'B (p ^ 1), we consider
the familiar complex

•••->® Ä®A^>--Ä®Ä®A^Ä®*A^>A-*->oi

whereof A means the p-fold tensor product of f\. The map e is the obvious

augmentation map (sending everything of positive degree into zero), and d(p)

is defined by:

d(p)(X(l)®-®X(p)®u)

= 2(i)®-®;.(p-i)®i(p)A"

p-i
+ (-l)p+1 2(-l)i+1A(l)®-®A(i)AA(i + l)®-®/l(p)®M.

i = i
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Tensoring this complex with A^ over A. we of course obtain R(g):

•••^Ä®Ä®A^-^ A®A¿-^»A¿

where the boundary operators are the same as the above, except that u is now an

element of A A. instead of A B. It is clear that the homology groups of this complex

are TorA (R, A A).

Now for every pair of positive integers (p,q) we obtain a subcomplex of this

last complex as follows:

K(g; p,q): - -> I  As(1) B® Asi2)B ® Aq~u*A-* 2   Asß ® A "s A -* AqA

where s(l), s ^ p, s(2) Ï* 1, and | s | = s(l) + s(2).

Letting B = R" and A = Rm, we may consider the complexes R(g; \,m — n)

and R(g; n,m — 1). If E is any R-module, we denote the complex R(g; \,m — n)®E

by E(Ag) and the complex R(g; n,m — 1) by E(g).

Iff: Rm -+ R" is a map, we obtain the map/* : R"*-> Rm*. Making the canonical

identification of R"* with R" and of Rm* with Rm, we obtain the map g:R"-+ Rm.

If E is any R-module, we have an isomorphism between the (p + l)-chains of

£(/) (of E(Af)) and the p-chains of E(g) (of Ë(A g)) which commutes with

boundaries (i.e., a chain isomorphism of degree — 1 between E(f) and E(g) (E(Af)

and £(A g)))- This isomorphism is obtained by making the usual identification

between ARsand As_tR5* for any integers s and t.

We are now ready to start proving the main result of this section.

Theorem 2.9. Letf: Rm->R" be a map, and E an R-module. 7/i/¡(£(/)) = 0

for all i^p (p> 0), then H¡(E(Af)) = 0 for all i ^ p.

It is clear that under the given hypotheses, we need only show that Hp(E(Af)) = 0.

As we observed at the conclusion of 2.8, we have already shown that if p = 1,

we have Hx(E(Af)) = 0. Hence we may assume p 2: 2. However, by the preceding

discussion, we see that 2.9 then boils down to showing that (with the notations

of the foregoing paragraphs) Hi(E(g)) = 0 for all i ^ p (p 3ï 1) implies

Hp(E(Ag)) = 0. Since the module E plays a dummy role in all of the discussion,

we will omit it throughout the rest of this section.

Let g: R"->Rm be a map, letx(l), •••, x(n) be a basis for R", y(i), ■••, v(m)a

basis for Rm, and n(l),---,n(m) the dual basis for Rm*. We are going to show

that if Hp(R(g; n, q + n — Y)) = Hp+x(R(g; n,q +n - 1)) = 0 for any positive

integer q, then Hp(R(q; l,q)) = 0, where p > 0.

First of all, let us observe that R(g; n,q + n-1) is nothing but R(g; i,q — 1)

augmented by Aq~lA-^ Aq+"~1A where this map is multiplication by

*(1) A ••• A x(n). (For the sake of notational convenience, we are setting B=R",

and A = Rm.)
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If J?(l)®-"®j?(p)®a is an element of As(l)B® - ®A<P) B ® A'^, and

if X is any element of A*, then co(X)[ß(i)~\ and co(/.)[oc] are defined and we define

co(X)[ß(l)®--®ß(p)®a] as follows:

co(X)[ß(l)®-®ß(p)®ot-]

= co(X)[ß(l)-]® ß(2)®-® ß(p)®ot

p-í
+   Z(-l)'(i)ß(l)®"-®co(X)[ß(i +1)]® ••• ®ß(p)®a

¡ = i

+ (-l)'(p)p\l)®-"®/Kp)®«(A)H

where t(i) = s(l) + ••• + s(i). We make the convention in this definition that

/?(1)® ■•• ® co(X)[ß(i)j® ••• ® ß(p)® a is taken to be zero if ß(i) is of degree

one, i.e., if ß(i)e^B.

If d denotes the boundary map in the complex R(g), then a>(X)d= dco(X), if

the leading term is of degree greater than 1.

If y is an element of A, then we define (ß(l)®---®ß(p) ®ot.)Ay to be

ß(i)® ■•■®ß(p)®aAy- It is then clear that

co(X)[(ß(l)®-®ß(p)®a)Ay]

= (co(X)[ß(l)® -®ß(p)®ot]) Ay ± ^(y)ß(i)® -®ß(p)®oi.

With these auxiliary operations, we are able to get to the proof of the theorem.

Lemma 2.10. With g: £"->Rmas above, assume that Hp(R(g; n,q+n-l))

= Hp+x(R(g; n,q + n — 1)) = 0. For each re ¿F(r+2; ri), let y(x) be an element

of ZAS{2)B®-® AS<P)B® A*"2"W¿ (s(0^1, |s|=ls(0) such that

d( T,zxx®y(x)) = 0 where d is the boundary operator in R(g) and xx stands for

x(x(l)) A ■■■ Ax(x(r + 2)). Then co(ri(l) A ••• A '/('"))[ £txT® v(t)] is a p-cycle

of R(g; 1, q) which is actually a p-boundary in R(g; l,q). (We of course define

o)(n(l) A -• A f/(r)) to be (-l)r+1co(n(l)) A - A co(n(r)).)

Proof. Since the computations involved in this proof are unfortunately quite

tedious, we will just outline here the basic steps required. We first make the rather

spurious remark that for r > n — 2, the theorem is obviously true, so that we may

proceed by downward induction on r.

That the element in question is a p-cycle somewhere follows from the fact

that the boundary map commutes with co(rj). Using the purely formal fact that for

a in A'* and/Jin IAS<2)#® - ® AHP)B® A A, œ(X(l) A - A A(r))[a® ß]

= SUoC-ir L„(-l)Mco(dXo)[z]®to(Xa)[ß] for any X(l),-,X(r) in A*,

where a e&(s; r), it is not difficult to show that the element we are considering is

actually a p-chain in R(g; i,q).

If we denote by y the element ¿Zrxx®y(x) (xe¡F(r +2; n)), and by y' the

element co(r¡(í) A •■• Al(r))[y], it is   again   clear   that   to(n(r + l))[y']  is  a
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(p + l)-cycle in R'(g; i,q — l), where R'(g;\,q-Y) denotes the complex

R(g; l,q -I) augmented by the map A""1 A~> A9*"'1 A (defined by multi-

plication by x(l)A ••• Ax(n)). Hence (o(n(r + l))[y'] is a boundary by our

assumption (since HP + x(R'(g; \,q — 1))= Hp+l(R(g; n,q + n— 1))). Thus it is

easy to show that co(n(r + l))[y'] A y(r + 1) is a p-boundary in R(g; \,q). But

ca(n(r + l))[y' A y(r + 1)] = a>(n(r + 1))[?'] A y(r + 1) ± y'. Therefore it remains

to show that co(n)[y' A )>] is a p-boundary in R(g; i,q).

Now since y(x)e I As(2)-B® — ® As(p)B® Aq~2~NA, we have that

y(x) A y is a p-chain in R'(g; 1, q — 1). Also, since d(j) = £ xt ® dy(z) + (other

terms involving leading terms of higher degree) = 0, we have dy(x) = 0, so that

d(y(t) Ay) = O.Thusy(T) A .V is a p-cycle in £'(£ ; 1, g-1) and hence a p-boundary.

We may therefore write y(z) Ay = d(Xk x(k)®y(k,t)) where y(k,r) is also in

Z As(2)-ß®"-® As<P)ß® A4_2_|s|^- Letting

y'(a)= l(-l)r+i+1y(k(i),ôa(i))

for a e!?(r + 3; n), where da(i)e ¿F(r + 2; n) is defined by omitting the ith vertex

from a, we see that

d(Za xa®y'(a)) = 0.

Now consider the element ß = L xt ® Z x(fe) ® y(fc, t). Then

co(n)co(n(l) A ■■• An(r))[ß1 is a (p + l)-chain in R(g;\,q). Now with the

observation that co(n)[y' A v] =co(n)cú(n(í) A ••• A »K^C? A v], it is not too

difficult to see that subtracting the boundary of m(n)co(n(l) A •■• A>/(r))[jß]

from cj(n)[y' A v] leaves a>(n(\) A — A »/('" + 1)) ( S xcr® y'(^))- But by our

induction hypothesis, this is a boundary so the proof of 2.10 is complete.

Lemma 2.11. Let g: R" -> Rm be as in 2.10, and suppose that

H„(R(g; n,q + n — 1)) = 0. If a is any p-cycle of R(g; 1, q), then a is homologous

to a cycle of the form Zp xp ® a(p) with p e,W(2; n), and

0L(p)e IAS(2)R®-® AsiP)B® A""2"|s|¿.

Proof. It is very clear from the nature of the boundary map that a is homol-

ogous to a cycle of the form Zx(i') ® a(i") with a(i) in

S AS(2)B® ■■• ® AS(P)R® A,_1_|s|^- Therefore we may assume that a itself

is of this form. Since Zx(i') ® a(i) is a cycle, we have d(a(i)) = 0. But this means

that a(/) is a p-cycle in R'(g; \,q — 1); thus a(i) is a boundary and we may write

«(i) = d( Ix(fc)® ß(k, i)) with ß(k, i) e AS(2)B ® ••• ® As'p)5 ® A9"2"1'1^

Then the element  Ex(/)® ~Lx(k)® ß(k,i) is a (p + l)-chain in R(g;\,q) whose

boundary is  Zx(i)®a(i)+ Ixp®a(p) where <x(p) = ß(p(2),p(l))-ß(p(l),p(2)).

Thus a is homologous to an element of the prescribed form.

Now applying Lemma 2.10 to the case r = 0, we have a proof of 2.9.
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We state the following proposition without proof. Although a direct proof

could now be given, a less computational proof can be obtained from some results

in a subsequent paper with D. S. Rim.

Proposition 2.12. Letf:Rm-*R"be a map, and E an R-module. Let

a(r),-,a(n) be in Rm, and ß(Y), •■■,ß(n) be in R"*. Then

co(ß(l)A-Aß(n))[a(i)A-Aa(n)]

is an element in R which annihilates Hp(E(f)) and Hp(E(/\f))for all p S; 0.

Proposition 2.13. Letf: Rm->R" be a map, and let a be the ideal generated

by the determinants of the n x n minors of the matrix corresponding to f. If

0-►£'-►£-► E"->0  is an exact sequence of R-modules, we have

(a) 0-+Hs(E'(f))->Hs(E(f))-»Hs(E"(f))-+ Hs_x(E'(f)) -...-► H0(E"(f))-0
is exact, where s = m — n + 1 ;

(b) 0^Hs(E'(Af))->Hs(E(Af)) -+ Hs(E"(Af))^Hs_x(E'(Af))^ - - H0
(E"(Af))-*Q ¡s exact;

(c) aH(E(f)) = 0 = aH(E(Af)).

Proof, (a) and (b) are trivial. The statement (c) is an obvious consequence

of 2.12.

3. £-regularity. Throughout this section, the canonical basis of P"will be

denoted by x(l),---,x(n), and that for Rm will be denoted by y(\),---,y(m).

If p < m, then Rp will be imbedded in Rm in the canonical way, so that when

y(l),-,y(m) is the basis for Rm, y(l),--,y(p) is the basis for R". Iff: Pm->£"

is a map, we will denote by f(i) the restriction of / to P"+,_1, where

1 ̂  j ^m — n + 1.

Definition. Let/: Rm -> R" be a map, and £ an R-module. We will say that / is

E-regular if Hx(E(f(i))) = 0 for lígi^m — n + 1. We assume throughout

that m>.n.

Remark. In the next section, we will see that if R is a local ring, the £-regularity

of a map does not depend on the choice of the basis.

Proposition 3.1. Let E be an R-module, andf: Rm-yRn an E-regular map.

Then Hq(E(f)) = 0 for all q =£ 0.

Proof. We proceed by induction on m — n. If m - n = 0, there is nothing

to prove. Suppose, then, that m — n = s + 1, and that the proposition is true for

m — n = s. It is clear that/(s + 1): Pm_1 ->P" is an E-regular map. By our

induction hypothesis, Hq(E(f(s + 1))) = 0 for all q ^ 0 and by 2.9 we have that

Hq(E(/\f(s + 1))) = 0 for all q Ï 0. Since £(/) is the mapping cylinder of

E(Af(s + l))^>E(f(s + 1)) by 2.1, we have the exact sequence:
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- -> Hq(E(f(s+ !)))->Hq(E(f))^Hq_x(E(Af(s + l)))

- Hq_ x(E(f(s + 1))) -+ Hq_ ,(£(/))

It then follows immediately that Hq(E(J)) = 0 for all q ¿ 0.

Remark. It should be noted that the notion of £-regularity is not only a

generalization of the notion of £-sequence, but actually corresponds to a fairly

familiar notion. Namely, suppose E = R, and that R is a field. Then a map

f:Rm^>R" being R-regular simply says that/has maximum rank, and that the

kernel of/(the null-space) is generated by the usual vectors obtained by Cramer's

rule.

Definition. A map/: Rm-^yRn is called properly E-regular if it is E-regular

and H0(E(f)) ¿ 0.

4. Local rings. Throughout this section, R will denote a local ring (i.e., a

noetherian ring with only one maximal ideal) and m will denote its maximal

ideal. All modules will be assumed finitely generated.

If/: Rm-* R"is a map, we use the same conventions as in the preceding section

to define the maps/(i): R"+i_1 ->R" for 1 £ i ^ m - n + 1.

Proposition 4.1. Let E be an R-module, andf:Rm^Ra a map such that

f(Rm) <= mR". If for some p > 0, we have that Hp(R(f)) = 0, then Hq(E(f(i))) = 0

for all i such that 0 ^ i ^ m — n + 1, and all q^p.

Proof. Since we are assuming m ^ n, we may write m = n + s, and proceed

by induction on s. We may also assume that p > 0, for otherwise we have E = 0

(since E" c mE" implies E = 0).

If s = 0, there is really nothing to prove. Hence we consider the case s = t + 1,

f^0. In this case, we have/:R"+S->R", and /(s):Rn+'->R", and we recall

that E(f) is the mapping cylinder of a map of E(Af(s)) into E(f(s)). In fact, the

map of E(Af(s)) into E(f(s)) is obtained in the following way.

Using the notation of §3, we have f(y(m)) =f(y(n + s)) = T,a(j)x(j), with

a(j) inm. We thus obtain a map p:R->R" defined by p(l) = Z( — 1); + 1a(j)x(j),

and thereby the element tip) = Za(j)t(l) A - Adt(j) A - A t(n) in A""1*"*

Using this element t(p), we obtain the map of E(Af(s)) into E(f(s)) as described

in §1.

A straightforward computation shows that because Hp(E(f)) = 0 and all a(j)

are in m, we have Zp(E(f(s))) is contained in Bp(E(f(s))) + mZp(E(f(s))) (where B

and Z stand for boundaries and cycles, respectively). Since everything in sight is

finitely generated, we see that Hp(E(f(s))) = 0. But /(s)(R"+')crf, so we

may apply the inductive hypothesis to/(s); since the acyclicity of E(j(s)) from a

certain point on implies the acyclicity of E(Af(s)) from that same point on, we

obtain the complete result.
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Proposition 4.2. Let E be a nonzero R-module, and f': Rm'-* R" a map

such that f(Rm) <zzmR". Then the following statements are equivalent:

(a) / is properly E-regular.

(b) Hp(E(f)) = 0for all p > 0.

(c) Hx(E(f)) = Q.

Proof. Clearly (a) implies (b) and (b) implies (c). That (c) implies (a) follows

from 4.1 (the fact that / is properly E-regular follows from the fact that

f(Rm) c mR" and that £ ?t 0).

Corollary 4.3. ///: Rm-> R" and £ are as above, and if fis properly E-regu-

lar, then so is f(it) where it is any permutation of {[,■•■,m] and f(it) is defined

by:f(n)[y(i)-]=f(y(it(i))).
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